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Act i o n

Being an entrepreneur doesn’t
mean that you can get away with
an overflowing to-do list that
you end up adding dozens of new
tasks for every one you cross out.
Here,

successful

entrepreneur

and author Hugh Culver shares
how his weekly Friday Fifteen
habit has helped him maintain his
sanity while plowing through his
responsibilities.
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Pro duc ti vi ty fo r B u s ine s s O wne r s

T H I S W EEK‘ S TO-DO LI S T

ONE-WEEK
CHU N KS
Start looking at goals in one-week
chunks. Make a to-do list. Divide
your tasks into weekly blocks
instead of looking at the big picture
which can be intimidating and
overwhelming. Write down what
you need to get done and break
into smaller steps for your weekly
list. Choose around a dozen to put
on your weekly to-do list.
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TAKE ACTION NOW:

Write out your to-do list and choose twelve to put on your new
weekly list.

D ED I C A T E FI FT EEN MI N UT E S
Dedicate 15 minutes every Friday to finish things that haven’t been done. Go easy on
yourself and just work on the things that you could finish within those 15 minutes. Why 15
minutes? Because 15 minutes is something that anyone can afford. It’s long enough for you
to get some stuff done, like paying a bill or returning a phone call yet short enough for you
not to bail out on.
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TAKE ACTION NOW:

Set up a recurring 15-minute appointment in your calendar every Friday to remind you that
you have to wrap things up already.

D O , D EL EGA T E, O R D UM P
Once your 15 minutes is up, look at your list and see what could be moved to next week,
what could be delegated, or what could be deleted. Next create a new list which may be
composed of a dozen things to tackle next week. Remember, make your work list as doable
as possible. This list’s main goal, which Hugh calls as your Flight Plan, really is to put in
writing the things that you can finish by Friday of the next week. Apart from the weekly
Flight Plan, you may also work on a daily list which you can make the night before based on
the weekly list. Hugh looks at this daily list and his calendar only while working.
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TAKE ACTION NOW:

Start plotting your weekly list which should be finished by
Friday. Then make another daily list, which is basically just
assigning specific tasks to be done on a specific day.

C L EA N Y O UR W O R K S P A C E
It’s very important to maintain a clean and clutter-free desk according to Hugh, so he cleans
his up every Friday before leaving for home. An organized desk can make you feel successful
as it means that you have accomplished what needs to be finished. It’s also a welcome sight
come Monday when you need to tackle another week’s workload. Clutter is a big distraction
and you don’t want all those post-its, no matter how colorful, to add to those things that
bother you.
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TAKE ACTION NOW:
Tidy up your work area.
Get rid of all post-its and notes.
Make this a weekly habit.

O R GA N I Z E Y O UR T O - D O S
Instead of sticky notes, Hugh
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TAKE ACTION NOW:

Look at your to-do list now and segregate them into Flight Plan, Holding Zone or
Calendar.

for

the

FINAL
THOUGHT

It’s

not

always

easy

to

start

something especially when it comes
to task management. The key is to
start implementing one discipline at
a time. Get rid of all the reminders
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and put them in a holding zone, for
one. Then once you have cleared this,
start making your weekly list and
book that 15 minutes on a Friday as
soon as you can.

